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SECTION-A

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

1. (a) Find all roots of (- 2.J3 - 2ir in rectangular coordinates and exhibit the distinct

roots graphically. (13)

(b) Describe mathematically and graphically the region represented by z(z +2) = 3 . (10)

(c) Find the image of Re z ;::::0 under the bilinear transformation w = z -1 . Sketch the
. z+1

region Re z ;::::0 an its image.

2. (a) Prove that u(x,y)=ex(xcosy- ysiny) is a harmonic function. Hence find a

function v(x,y) such that j(z)=u(x,Y)+iv(x,y) is analytic. Also, express j(z) as a

function of z.

(b) Show that Log(-1 +.J3i} *- 2Log(-1 +.J3i).

(c) Solve coshz = -2 by equating the real and imaginary parts in the equation.

3. (a) Evaluate f zdz from z = 0 to z = 4 + 2i along the curve C given by (i) z = P+it;
c

(ii) the line from z = 0 to z = 2i and then from z = 2i to z = 4 + 2i.

(b) State and prove Cauchy's Integral formula.

. f cosz(c) Use Cauchy's Integral formula to evaluate ( 2 ) dz
c z z +8

where C is the positively oriented circle Izi= 2 .

(12)

(15)

(10)

(10)

(16)

(12)

(7)

4. (a) What is Residue? Explain j(z) = ( . }( ) in a Laurent's series valid for
z+1 z+3

(i) Izl> 3, (ii) 0 < Iz+ 11 < 2 . Write down the residue in each case.

(b) Evaluate ~ f 2 ( 2 e" )dz around the circle C with equation Izi = 3 .
2m c z z +2z+2
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SECTION -B

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

5. Evaluate the following integrals using residues and contours:

(a)

(b)

(17)

(18)

6. (a) For the following incomplete frequency distribution, it is known that the total

frequency is 1000 and the median is 415. Estimate the missing frequencies and hence

find the modal value of the completed table:

Variable Frequency
300 - 325 5

325 - 350 17

350 ~ 375 80

375 -400 ?

400 -425 326

425 - 450 ?

450 - 475 88

475 - 500 9

Also, comment on the shape of the frequency distribution.

(b) During the 10 weeks of a session, marks scored by two students, X and Y, in a

subject are given below:

X 58 59 60 54 65 66 52 75 69 52

Y 87 89 78 71 73 84 65 66 56 46

(i) Who is better scorer?

(ii) Who is more consistent?

(18)

(17)

7. (a) Calculate coefficient of skewness and kurtosis from the table given below:

Class 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60

Frequency 174 86 32 181 27

Also, comment on the nature of the distribution.

Contd P/3
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Contd ... Q. NO.7

(b) A factory manager wants to find a measure which he can use to fix the monthly

income for persons applying for a job in a production department. As an experimental

project, he collected the following data of 9 persons from that department referring to

years of service and their monthly income.

Year of 10 8 9 5 7 6 12 11 13Service
Income 17 12 14 8 10 9 20 18 22in '000

Calculate the following:

(i) The regression equations and the correlation coefficient.

(ii) What initial start would you recommend for a person applying for a job after

having served in a similar capacity in another factory for 15 years?

8. (a) The probability that a married man watches a certain television show is 0.25 and

that a married woman watches the show is 0.35. The probability that a man watches the

show, given that his wife does, is 0.8. Find the probability that

(i) a married couple watches the show.

(ii) a husband watches the show given that his wife does not.

(b) The mark in a test is assumed to be normally distributed. It is known that 10% of

the students have marks under 65 and 25% exceed 75. What percentage of students

have marks between 60 and 74? (Necessary chart 1 is attached)

(c) The mean weekly sale of a chocolate bar company in candy stores was 153.7 bars

per store. After an advertising campaign, the mean weekly sale in 29 stores for a

typical week increased to 169.4 and showed a standard deviation of 19.7. Was the

advertising successful? Use a 5% level of significance.

(Necessary chart 2 is attached)

(17)

(13)

(12)

(10)
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TABLEA.3 (continued)Are3s Under the Norm.1 C~e .

z .00 .• Ql . .02 .03 .04 .Q5 .06 .07 .08 .09

0.0 0.5000 0.5040 05080 0.5l:;) . 0.5160 0.5199 0.5239 O.5~79 0.5319 0.5359

,,' (}.l 0.5398 0~543s 0.5478 0.5517 0.5557 115596 0.5636 0.5675 0.5714 0.5753
.,;.".f~'* 0.2 0.5793 0.5832 0.5871 0.5910 " 0.5948 0.5981 0.6026 O.60M' 0.6103 0.6141

0.3 0.6179 0.6217 0.6255 0.6293 0.6331 0.6368 0.6406 'O.64.B 0.6480 0.6511
> 0.4 O.655-J O,65~1 0.6628 0.666-l (J.6700 0.6736 0.6772 0.680:3 O.~ 0.6879

,. TABLE A.l ","" U"", ••• N~I c,,~ .,;:. 0.5 0.6915 0.6950 0.6985 0.70i9 0.7054 0.7088 . 0.7123 . 0.7157 0.7190 0.722-l
;; 0.6 U.7257 0.1291 0.7324 01357 0.B8~ 0.7422 0.7454 O.74S6 0.7517 0.754~

• % :00 •01 .02 .03 . .04 •05 .06 . .07 .08 .09 0.7 0.7580 Q:761 I 0.7642 0.7673 0.7704 0.7734 0.7764 0.7794 O,7t\23 0.7.l352
.

I' -3.4 0.0003 0.0003 0,0003 0.0003 . 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.()()()3 O.~ o.s 0:7881 0.7910 0.7939 0.7%7: 0.7995 0.8023 O.Rel51 _; V.S07:! 0.8106 0.8133

-3.3 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.00Gt 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.Q004 0.0004, 0.0003 " o.~ 0.8159 0.8186 0.8212 0.8218 O.S26~ 0.8289 0.8315 • 0.8340 0.8365 0.8389

i -3.2 i}.OOO7 0.0007 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 O.~ O.O(X)~ 0.COO5 l'J) " 0.8413 0.8438 0.8461 0.8435 0.8505 .' 0.8531 O.855~ 0.8577 0.8599 0.8621

'. -3.1 0.0010 0.0009 0.0009 0.0009 0,0008 0.0008 0.000& 0.()()()8 0.0007 . 0.00Q7 ..'

0.8790 0.88101.1 0.8643 0.8665 .0.8686 O.8?l}S 0.8729 0.8749 0.8770 0.8830
,.1 0.0013 0.0012' 0,0012 0.0011 0.0011 0.0011 0.0010 0.0010. l -3.0 0.0013 0.0013 . . .. ' . i.i 0.8849 0~SS69 0.8888 0.8907 0.8925 0,8944 O.l~962 0.8980 0.8997 0.9015

1 -2.9 0.0019 0.0018 0.0017 O.(XIl7 0~OO16 0.0016 0.0015 0.0015 0.0014 0.ool4 1.3 0.9032 0.90-l9 0.9066 0.9().~1 O.~ 0,9115 0.9131. 0.9147 0.9162 0.9177. j 0.0020 0.lXH9-2.8 0.0026 0.0025 0.0024 o.oon 0.0023 0.0022 0.0021 0.0021 1,4 0.9W2 .0.9207 ();9222 0.92::(; 0.9251 0.9265 (j.n78 O.929i 0.9306 0.9319

-2.7 0.0035 0.0034 0.0033 . 0.0032 0.0031' 0.00-19 0.0029 0.0028 . 0.0027 0.0026 1.5 0.9332 0.9345 0.9357 0.9370 0.9382 n.9394 0.9406 0.9418 0.9429 O.".:w 1
-2.6 0.0047 0.0045 0.0044 0.0043 o.ron. 0.0040 0.0039 0.003$ 0.0037 .' 0.0036

1.6 0.9452 0.9463 0.9474 O.94:H 0.9495 0.9505 0.9515 0.9525 0.Q535 0.9545

ii . .-2.5 0.0062 O.ooro 0.0059 0.0057 0.0055 0.0054 0.005~ 0:0051' 0,0049 0:0048 1",7" . 0.9554 0.9564 0.9573 0.95.."2 0.9S<Jl 0.9599 0.9608 0.9616 .0.9625 0.<1033
.'

~, -2.4 0.0082 0.0080 0.0078 0.0075 0.0013 0.0071 '.0.0069 . 0.0068 .0.0066 0.0064 Ilf 0.9641 . 0.~649 0.9656 . O.9ft>4 0.%71 O.%7l> 0.%86 0.9693 0.9699 0.9706
r."

0.0107 0:0104 0.0102 1l,QQ99 0.0096 0.0094 0.0091 0:0089 0,0087 0.0084 1.9 0.9713 0.9719 0.9726 . 0,9131 0.973,1; U9744 0.9.150 0.9756 0.9761 0.9767
~: . -2.3

-~ ("0139 0.0136 0.0132 0.0129 0.0125 0.0122 0.0119 .0.01}6 0.0113 0,0110 2.G o.iiin 0.9778 O.97ll3 0.91&\ 0.9193 0.9798 0.9803 O.~S08 0.9812 0.9817

~

-:U 0.0179 0.0174 . 0.0170 0.0166 0.0162 . 0.0158 0.0154 0.0150 0.0146 0.0143 :U 0.9821 0.9826 0.9830 . 0.98.14. ().9:s~ U.{)842 0.9846 0.9850 0.9854 0.9857
-2.0 0.0228 '0.0222 0.0217 fl02~2 0.0207 0.0202 0.0197 .0.0192 0.0188 0.0183 . 2.2 0.9S().1 . O.9$M • O.Q868 G.9Ui; U.9lIi5 0.<1&78 0.9881 0.9884 0.9~87 0.91\90

.1.9 0.OlS7 O:028i O.U274 0.026.'1 . ().0262 0.0256 0.0250 0.0244 . 0.0239 cO.0233 2.3 0.9893 0.9896 0.9898 0.~~11 O.~ O'J')()6. O.99()<} 0.9911' 0.9913 tl.'i,':Jlo

i -1.3 0.0359 0.0352 0.Q3~ 0.0336.' 0.0329 0.0322 0,0314 0.0307 O.03Ot 0.0294 2.4 O:'i'm 0.9920 0.9912 or O.991i <l.'J')49 0.9931 0.9932 0.9934 0.99:-6
,;;r -1.7 0.0-l46 0.0436 0.0-l27 o.ons 0.0409 0.0401 0.0392 0.0334 0.0375 0.0367 2.5 .0.9938 .0.9940 0.9941 0. :l3 0.9945 f).~9-16 0.9948 0.9949 0.9951 0.9452

l I -};6 0.0548 0.0537 . 0.0526. 0.0516 0.0505 0.0495 0.0485 Q•.~5 0.0465 01>455 2.6 O.99S3 0.9955 0.9956 O. ;'7 0.9959 0.9960 0.9961 0.9962 0.9963 0.9904

-1.5 0.0668 0.0655' 0.0643 0.0630 0.0618 0.(JQQ6 0.0594. ,U582 0.0571 ' 0.0559 2,7 0.9965 0.9966 .0.9967 O.~';l 0.9969 0,<)970 0.9971 0.9972 0.9973 0.9974
I

J' -L4 0.0808 0.0793 o.ons 0.0764 0.0749 0.0135 0.0722. 0'<'708 n.0694 0.0681 i.8 O.99J4 0.9975 0.9976 O.~77 0.9977 o:9'.ns. 0.9979. 0.9979 0.9980 U.99:-;!

r -u 0.0968 0.0951 0.0934 0.0018 0.0901 0.0885 0.0869 . 0.o.~\.<;3 0.0838 0.0823 1.9 0.9981 0.9982 0.9982 '.0 ~'.' 0.9984 O.<)'j~ 0.9985 0.9985 0.9986 O.9'.i~6

-1.2 0.115\ O.lI3l O.llll 0.1093 .: 0.1075 0.1056 0.1038 0.1020 0:I<Xl3 0.0985 3.0 0.9987 .0.9987 0.9987. .0.99&1\ 0.~~':i3'j 0.9989 0.99SQ 0.9'J90 U.9<}')O

-1.1 0.13S7 0.1335 0.1314 0.1292 0.1271 0.1251 0.1230 0.121.() Q,.~J90 ,0.1110 3.1 0.9990 0.9991 . 0.9991 0,9992 O.~9')! 0.9992 0.9992 '. 0.9993 O.')9Q3 .

-1.0 o 1~87 0.1561 0.1539 0.1515 0.1492 0.146.9 0.1446 . 0.1423 MoWl 0.1319 3.1 0.9993 0.9993 o.m~ 0.999~ 0$'1 .• 0:9994 0.9995 0.9995 0.9995

-0.9 'J.I.~.H 0.1814 0.1788 . 0.1762 0.1736 0.1711 0:1685 0.1660. 0.1635 0.1611 3.3 0.9995 .. 0.9995 0.999~ 0.9996 0.9<j'.}!j 0.9996 0.9996 O.99~6 0.9997.

-0.3 0.2119 01090 .' 0.1061 0.2033 0.2005 0.1977 0.1~9 0.1922 0.\894 0.1867 3.4 0.9997 0.9997 ' 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0'.9' 7 O.9!J<J8

-0.7 0.2420 0.2389 0.2358 0.2327 0.2296 0.2266 0,2236 02206 02117 0.2148 •.•.., ~,

-0.6 02143 0.2709 0.2676 0.2643 02611 0.251~ 02S46 0.2514 .O.2J83 0.2451 . • .~

-o.s 0.3085 0.3050 0.3015 0.2981 . 0.2946 0.2912 0.2877 0.2843 01810 02776 I ~~.~._._-- - - ------ .-<:::)'. :'.

-0.4 0.3446 O:J.lJ9 0.3312 0.3336 0.3300 0.3264 0.3228 0.3192 0.3156 0.3121

-0.3 0.3821 0.3733 0.3745 0.3707 O~9 0.3632 0.359~ 0.3557 . 0.3520 0.3483 Cha.rt 1 r ~. ND~ 8 (b)
-0.1 0.4207.' 0.4168 oAi29 0-4090 0.4052 0.4013 0.3974 0.3936 0.389'7 0.3!l59

-0.1 0.4602 0A56Z' OA522 0.4483 o.#u 0.4404 0.4364 . : 0.4325 0,4286 0.4247

-0.0 0.5000 . Q.496O O.-l920 0.4Sro 0.4840 0.4801 0.4761 . 0.4721 . 0.4681 0..16:11

"!
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t.• t.u

.326 .168
,.289 .142
.277 .137
.271 .134

.267 .132
.266 .131
.263 .130
.262 .130
.261 .129

.260 .129

.260 .129

.269 .128

.269 .128

.268 .128

.258 .128

.258 .1~

.267' .128

.267 .121

.267 ' .127

.26'1 .127
.267 .127

.266 .127

.256 .127
~266 .127

.266 .127

.266 .127

.266 .12'1

.256 .127

:Z56 .127

, ;266 .127
.265 , .

:.. ,.126
•264 .128
.264 ,.126

.263 .126

.5"2

.540

.639

.638

.637

t.ft

.569
.663
.549

".646
.643

, .727
.617
,684
.669

.691 .636

.690 .535
.689 .634
.688 .634
.688 .633

.687 .633
.686 .532
.686 ' .632

.685 ;632,

.685 .631

.684 .631

.684 . ,631

.• 684 .631

.683 .530

.683 .530

.683 .630

.681 .629

.679 .527
" .677 .526

.674 .524

.700,

.697

.696

.694

.692

.727

.718

.711

.706

.703

.854

.851

.848

.845

.842

.856

.8&6

.855

.856

.864

I ~.,,

.866
.•865
.863
.862
.861

.860
.859
.858
.868
.867

.920
.906
.896
.889
.883

.879

.816
, .873
.870
.868

t.• t,."

1.876 1.000
1.061" .a16
, .978 .166
.941 .741

." ..,..,.,_ .._ , "" '." .

-5~!', '
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SOllra: R. A.. t=isher lId ,F, y_s. SI.UIIie'" rabies/or Biologic"I, -Agricllltllrala"d Medical R'JI"rc
h

(Sth edition). Table Ill.

Oliver and Boyd Ltd .•Edinburgh, by perr/lission of the authors and publishers. • '.
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Percentile Valuel(tp)
' ..'-;',. for

Student'. tDistribution
with" O.gr •• s offre.dom

~~.~ .•..{f:"

(stladttdarea=p,) " 0'

'.
~'I

....., ,I'--, .t.tti t." t.", t.N .t.16

1 63.66 31.82 12.'71, 6.31 8.08

2 9.92 6.96 4.30 2.92 1.89

3 6.84 4.64 8;1'8 2.35 1.64
4 4.60. 3.76 2.78 2.13 l.63

6 ,U3 3.36 2,67 2.02 1.48

6 8.71 3.14 2.46 1.94 I 1.44

7 3,.60 3.00 2.36.' 1.90 1.42

8. 3.36 2.90 2.31 1.86 1.40

t', j 9 8;26 2.82 2.26 1.~ 1.38

!

ll~"
~'" ."'"

"

,'" , .•..6 ••

r" \,<)':':""::
10 3.17 2.'76 2;28 1;81 1.37

.. f"

11' .3~1l , ,
2;;7.2 2,.20 1.80 l.S6

12 ~OO 2.68 U8 l.78 1.36

[I
13 8.01 2.65 2.16 1.77 1.35

1'4 2.9.8 :.62 2.l<4 l.7' 1.34

r{.!
,+

r
16 '2,95 2.60 US 1.76 1.34

;; f
16 2,92 2.68/ 2.12 l.76 l.3'

" ' 11 2.90 2~67 2.11 1.74 1.33

..~I 18 2;88 .2.60 2.10 1.73 1.33

. , 19 2;86 2.64 "2.09 1.73 ~.33

't'
(

I> 20 2.84 2.53 2.09 1.72 1.32

r.•...\i'i~, 21 2.83 2.62 ,;2.~08 l.72 1.32

I •.,
. \ '

22 2.82 2.51 2.07 1.72 1.32

i ''': 23 2.81 2.00 2;0'7 1.'71 .1.32

24 2.80 2.49 2;06 1.71 1.32

"\'

v'

~ .~5 2.79 2.48 .2;06 1.71 1.32

't6 ,2.78 2,48 '2.66 1.71 1.3.2

27 2.77 2.47 2.05 1.70 l.31

~8 2.76 2.47 . 2.05 1.70 1.31.
29 2~76 2.46 2.04 '1.70 l.31

~S-O 2:75 2.4'6 2;04 1.70 1.31

/
40 2;70 2.42 2.02 1.68 1.30

60 2.66 2.39 2.00 1.67 1.30

120 2.62 2.3'6 1.98 1.66 l.Z9

•• 2.58 2J~3 1.96 1.645 l.28-- - - -
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SECTION -A

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

Symbols have their usual meanings.

1. (a) The circuit shown in Fig. for Q. No. 1(a) is a circuit for charging a 5 V battery.

If Vs = 10sin(l OOnt), find

(15)

(15)

(i) Duty cycle (fraction of each cycle during which the diode conducts).

(ii) Draw the diode current waveform indicating peak value.

(iii) Maximum reverse bias voltage that appears across the diode.

(b) Draw the circuit diagram of a full wave rectifier, with a filter capacitor. Assume,

input is a sinusoidal signal with 10 kHz frequency and 7.07 V rms voltage, the load is

1 K resistor and capacitor used is 1 IlF. Diode has a forward voltage drop of 0.7 V. Find, (16 ~)

(i) ripple voltage.

(ii) PIV and Duty cycle

(iii) Peak output voltage.

(c) For the circuit shown in Fig. for Q. No. 1(c) find Va and Iz.

Now ifR1 and R2 are swapped, what will be the value of Va and Iz?

Contd P12
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2. (a) For the circuit shown in Fig. for Q. No. 2(a), neatly draw the output (vo) waveform

corresponding to the input (Vin)'

~~-.---I
.+.

+
~'11 ~

2.0;, _

~~. :~_;.:'_~';;'_"~f_i1_:_jo~~Y'~"Gl~.n~r)~.1(_~_:')~1

Here, vin = 10 sin(200nt) and diodes are non-ideal.

(167S)

(b) For the circuit shown in Fig. for Q. No. 2(b) neatly draw the output waveform (vo)

corresponding to the input waveform (Vin) in steady state. Assume the diode is non-ideal. (15)

.. -Sv ...

... --'-" .-.. -_c.~~.= ..,. '''''''''. '.--.....-. -.---- ~-. -. "'~I
iK 10.LtF :

;-
2J, './0 ...' ."

(c) Design the circuit in Fig. for Q. No. 2(c) to provide an output voltage (va) of 3 V.

Assume that the diodes available have 0.7 V drop at 1 rnA and thermal voltage = 25 mV

and parameter n = 1.

---,
I

+

'\10

._.~:.'"frr'. ~. -no. 2@-}

Contd P/3
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3. (a) The inverter circuit with CMOS shown in Fig. for Q. No. 3(a) has

k:l(WnJ=k~(WpJ=l mNV2 and v'n =-v'P =1 V. Find (i) iON, (ii) iop, (iii) Vo for
Ln Lp

V
in
= -2.5V. - ~ -- .t .&:v._--! (15)

.... +1 d .

-2:5 V

__.__ftJ~'.a.-nv.~~(a() .'

(b) For the circuit shown in Fig. for Q. No. 3(b)

(i) Calculate DC bias point (Io and V0)'
(ii) Draw small signal equivalent circuit.
(iii) Calculate small-signal voltage gain.
(iv) Find input resistance.
(v) Determine largest allowable input signal voltage.

The transistor has V( = 1.5 V, k~ (~) = 0.25 mNV2 and VA = 50.
__ .• ~~ ~_~~ • ~_ .••..••••• _•• ~ _~. __ "'7 __ ---;-----=------_L__ - --- --;.-.----

(317j )

4. (a) For the circuit shown in Fig. for Q. No. 4(a), determine the voltages of all nodes and
t:o-.

current through all branches. Assume ~ = 100. (20)

~ R-e.~~ K.lL;h .
%'"'l.f~_ 6? w). l(~)

-----
Contd P/4
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(b) For the circuit shown in Fig. for Q. No. 4(b) calculate,

(i) DC bias points

(ii) small signal voltage gain

(iii) maximum allowable input ac voltage.

(26~)

~L;:.+loV

tRt,"- 2> K....Q.
RB~-=-100~.1l ~

~~
/(Jt)

+\7:r')

J, V8{3=c3V1i1j fry. ~,n~, l-t(h)

SECTION -B

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.
Assume any data if necessary. Symbols used have their usual meaning and interpretation.

5. (a) For the circuit shown in the Fig. for Q. No. 5(a), (207j )

(i) Detennine output voltage, Vout in tem1Sof input voltage, Vin

(ii) Using this circuit perfonn following operation:

Use additional Op-Amps and dc voltage source if necessary. Specify values of all the

parameters used for this design. (Threshold voltage, VTH is 0.5 V for the MOSFET, M1)

+ 15 v,.r-I!.•.J. 11.-••

- 15 V

M 1

Fig. for Q. No. Sea)

Contd PIS
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(b) Design a circuit using single Op-Amp that performs following operation:

Vo = 3(VI - V2)

where, VI and V2 are input signals (ac or dc). Specify values of all resistors used in the

design.

(c) Input signal, Vin and output signal, Vou( of a circuit is given in the Fig. for Q. No.

5(c). Design the circuit usingOp-Amps. (Show necessary calculations)

(14)

(12)

Vin (V)t
Vout (V)

4 j\J\
o 2 4

I

6 8 t(ms)

2

o

-2 --

t(ms)

Fig. forQ. No. S(c)

6. (a) Suppose, you have a sinusoidal input voltage of Vin (t) = sin(40007lt) volt. Design a

frequency multiplier circuit using Op-Amps that multiplies the frequency of the input

signal by the factor of 2 to produce output voltage of Vout (t) = sin(SOOO7lt)volt. Use

resistors, capacitors, inductors and diodes (having reverse saturation current of 10-6A) if

necessary. Show necessary calculations and specify the values of all of your design

parameters.

(b) Design an analog computer circuit to solve the following differential equation for

t>O:

d2v dv
-2 +3-+2v+4coslOt = 0
dt dt

with initial conditions, v(O) = 2, v'(O) = O. An oscillator is available to provide sin 1Ot

signal.

7. (a) For the oscillator circuit given in Fig. for Q. No. 7(a):

(i) Derive the expression for oscillation frequency,JO.

(ii) Obtain the relationship between Rl and R2 for sustainable oscillation.

Contd P/6
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(iii) Specify the bias conditions and values of L, Rl, R2 to obtain a 20 V peak-to-

peak, 500 kHz sinusoidal signal from this oscillator.

Rf= 40kO

Rj=20kO . + Vbias

! . Vo

-V)Jias

R2 L

L Rl

Fig. for Q. No. 7(a)

(b) For the RC phase shift oscillator shown in Fig. for Q. No. 7(b):

(i) Detennine the oscillation frequency,.[o and obtain relationship between Rj and

Rr for sustainable oscillation.

(ii) How can you generate 100 kHz signal from this oscillator?

(20~)

+ 15 V

Vfc

R

Rf

+ 15 V

Ri
+ 15V

R

-'-

Vo C
-15V

Fig. for Q. No. 7(b)

8. (a) For the filter circuit given in Fig. for Q. No. 8(a) detennine (23~)

. (i) its type, comment on its order. Derive the transfer function of the circuit and

find the cutoff frequency.

Contd P17
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(ii) If R = 10 KQ and C = 0.1 IlF, would it be possible to pass a 100Hz signal

through this filter without distortion? Justify your answer.

Note that first Op-Amp block perfonns sumniation of input and output signals.

\
SR

2R

+ 15 V

R
VVV

Fig. for Q. No. 8(a)

2C

+ 15 V

-?
'.

Vo I
.~_-- ':'_";W;.J

(b) In the circuit shown 111 Fig. for Q. No. 8(b), input voltage,

vin (/)= 5+ 3cos(300nt - 300 ) +8sin(1OOcnt)+ 7sin(160cnt+450) volt. Design the active

filter blocks and summing amplifier to obtain output voltage, VOUf (t) = 7 + 12 sin(l OOOnt)
volt. Sketch the frequency response and specify the value of cutoff frequency for each

filter. Also specify all the values of resistor, capacitor/inductor used in the design .

.Filter 1
, ,

(23)

Filter 2

Fig. for Q. No. 8(~)

Summiug
Amplifier T'\CJtt t (i)
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SECTION -A
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

1. (a) Explain the key features of object oriented programming. (10)
(b) What is the difference between class and structure? Why both of them are necessary

in C++ programming? (6)
(c) What is friend function? Why is friend function used in C++ programming? (7)
(d) Let V = (x, y, z) be a vector. Increasing a vector by an integer n implies each
component of the vector is to be increased by n. Adding or subtracting two vectors
means the corresponding components of the vectors are added or subtracted. Define a
class and include necessary but minimum number of members for solving the following

equation-

v1+ = (10+v2);

2. (a) Assume the class "hand" is inherited by both of the classes "man" and "monkey".
The class "animal" inherits both "man" and "monkey". What type of inheritance is
associated with the scenario? What is the problem associated with implementation of

this inheritance? How to solve the problem? (8)
(b) Consider an example of a bookshop which sells books and video tapes. These two
classes are inherited from the base class "media". The "media" class has command data
members such as title and publication. The "book" class has data members for
storing a number of pages in a book, and the "tape" class has the playing time in a tape.
Each class will have member functions such as read ()and show ().In the base class,
these members have to be defined as virtual functions. Write a program which models
the class hierarchy for the bookshop and processes objects of these classes using

pointers to the base class. (20)
(c) Explain the difference between early binding and late binding with examples. (7)

3. (a) A place on earth is represented by its latitude and longitude. The class "place" is

defined as follows: (8+7+ 10)

class plate{
char name [40];
double latitude, longitude;

} ;

Write down the inserter and extractor methods of the class that generates following
inputs (underlined implies input value) and outputs:

Inputs: Enter name of place: Dhaka
Enter latitude of Dhaka: 23.810332
Enter longitude of Dhaka: 90.412518

Outputs: Dhaka (23 deg 48.62 min, 90 deg 24.75 min

Contd P/2
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Also write down manipulator "setup" that converts the decimal portion of degree to
minutes and shortens it into two digits after decimal point. (hints: 1 degree = 60
minutes).

(b) Write down a program for checking a file I/O status. (10)

4. (a) An extended stack can perfonn three operations: push, pop and append. The push
operation pushes an element into top of the stack; the pop operation extracts the top
element from the stack and the append operation adds or concatenates the given element
with the top element of the stack. Write down a generic class for implementing the
extended stack that can act as the container for the data type of integer, floating, double
and String (hints: use run-time type identification for taking decision whether to add or

append). (20)
(b) What is a static member? Why are they used? Write down the rules of using static

variable and static method in a class. (7)
(c) Consider the part of a program given below- (8)

int main() {
list<int>v;
for(int index = 0; index <10; ++index)

v.push_back(index) ;

The purpose of the program is to replace each element of the list by its cubic value and

prints the contents of the list after transfonnation. Use transform and interator
to complete the program~

SECTION -B
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer anyTHREE.

5. You need to simulate the traffic behavior of different vehicles moving inside BUET
campus. There are four types, i.e., Car, Microbus, AutoRickshaw, and Rickshaw, of
vehicles run in the campus. Each vehicle type should have necessary properties, e.g.,
number of wheels, maximum speed, etc., which represent real vehicles that you see in
real life. In the simulated environment you need to instantiate 10 vehicles of each type,
where each vehicle has its current position and speed. There initial positions and speeds
will be randomly generated while you instantiate these vehicles. Vehicles will run along
the road segments which are represented as a fixed set of rectangles. In every second,
each vehicle updates its position based on the previous position and current speed. You
need to make sure that a vehicle does not go outside the road segments at any point of
time. Two vehicles must not collide with each other, i.e., if during a position update a
vehicle finds another vehicle within a threshold range it cannot move and must need to

decrease its speed. (35)
Write a Java program to implement the above simulator. You have to run each vehicle
as a thread. Please make your own assumption to build the whole scenario as realistic as
possible to reflect the real-world scenario.
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6. (a) You have to develop a chat application, where a server application will act as a

coordinator that facilitates communication among clients. The server application can

handle maximum of 100 clients at a time, and a client application can talk to any other

clients through the server. Also, a client can form a group for chatting with more than

one clients, and the group size can be maximum 5. Write a Java program using Java

TCP/IP socket programming to implement the above scenario. (25)

(b) What is functional interface in Java? Give an example to implement the functional

interface as an Anonymous Inner class. (l0)

7. (a) Write a Java program to store student's records as a collection of students' objects.

The Student class contains Name, Age, and CGPA. You have to write your Student

class such that the collection of student objects can be sorted through the sortO method

of Java Collection interface. The sorting should be based on descending order of CGPA

first, and if CGPAs of two students are equal then the student whose age is smaller

should come first, and finally if Ages of two students are same then the order should in

lexicographical order. (20)

(b) Write a program to take input of 120 students of your class, and then sort these

records as described in 7(a), and finally write all students' information into a file named

"Students.Info". You have to write student info in such a way that you can write a

student object directly into the file and read it as a student object.

8. (a) Youn need to write a method editStudentDetailsO that takes name, age, and cgpa as

input. You will modify these values inside the method, and these changed values should

be available outside the method. Show in the mainO body of the program how do you

call this method and access those changed values. (l0)

(b) Write a class named TwoDimMatrix that operates on a two dimension m x n matrix

as input. You need to write necessary constructors and following methods: inputO to

take input of a matrix, printO to display the matrix, determinantO to find the

determinant, and div(A) to divide the matrix by another matrix A. (15)

(c) Writ your own Exception class named TwoDimException that needs to be thrown

when the div(A) methods find that the determinant of A is zero. (10)
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SECTION-A

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

1.

2.

3.

(a) What is a stable sorting? Write a sorting algorithm that is stable. Analyze the time-

complexity of the algorithm.

(b) Prove that 15n3 +13n2 + lIn = O(n4 ), but 15n3 +13n2 + lIn :;t O(n2 ).

(c) Explain 'Chaining' and 'Open Addressing' methods for solving the problem of

collisions in a hash table. Explain the three commonly used techniques to compute the

probe sequences required for open addressing in a hash table.

(a) Write the Insertion. Sort algorithm. Analyze the worst case and best case time-

complexities of the algorithm.

(b) Write a function to find the largest element in a min binary heap.

Assume that the array representing a min binary heap contains the values 2, 8, 3, 10,

16,7,18, 13, 15. Show the contents of the array after deleting the minimum element.

(c) What is an In-place sorting? Write an In-place sorting algorithm. Analyze the worst

case and best case time-complexities of the algorithm.

(a) What is an AVL tree? Draw the AVL tree that results after successively inserting

the keys 11,4, 15,25,36,47,61,53,75 into an initially empty AVL tree.

(10)

(10)

(15)

(10)

(10)

(15)

(10)

(b) Write two procedures for finding the successor element and the predecessor

element in a binary-search tree. (10)

(c) Show that the height of a red-black tree T storing n items is O(logn). (15)

Explain, with examples, the three cases that may arise for inserting a node in a red-

black tree.

4. (a) Show that the expected space used by a skip list with n entries is O(n) and the

expected height of a skip list is O(log n) .

(b) Prove that a min binary heap can be built in linear-time.

(c) By writing a procedure, explain the three cases, that may arise for deleting a node

from a binary search tree.
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SECTION -B

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

5. (a) Define graph, path, cycle, subgraph with examples.

Figure 0.5 (b)

(10)

(10)

(b) Show the adjacency matrix and adjacency list for the graph in Figure Q. 5(b).

Calculate the number of bytes required in both representations. Assume that the storage

requirement of a pointer and an integer is 4 bytes. (5+5+5=15)

(c) Your friend has employed two different traversal algorithms, namely, Algo I and

Algo II on a graph. Then he has shown the output of his two traversal algorithms in

Figure Q. 5(c)-I and Figure Q. 5(c)-II. In both cases, the traversal starts at the node

shown by the block right arrow. In the output, nodes are labeled with the order they are

traversed. Identify the traversal algorithm for Figure Q. 5(c)-I and Figure Q. 5(c)-II and

justify your answer.

-----------_.---- -~--------

Figure 0.5 (c)-J Figure 0.5 (cHI

6. (a) Your teacher has given you the following assignment: you will be given an input

string x and you need to check whether x is of the fonn w#wr, where w is a nonempty

string, wI' is the reverse of w. Suggest a data structure for this assignment and show

how it can be used efficiently to solve this assignment.

Contd P12
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(b) Suppose you have implemented a pointer based single linked list where each node

contains an integer called key and appropriate pointers. Now, your friend asked your

help to implement an efficient algorithm using your data structure with the following

input and output: (15)

input: k, n

Output: Return the key of the n-th node before the one containing k as the key value.

Suggest a solution. You may assume that each node will have different values for key.

(c) Your group has to implement an array based stack. You have proposed that the

beginning of the array would be the top of the stack. Your friend is claiming that this is

inefficient. Do you agree with your friend? Justify your answer. (5)

7. (a) Suppose the tree in Figure 7.a is an unordered tree, i.e., the order in which the

children appear is not relevant. Now determine whether each of the following breadth-

first traversals is valid or not. You need to justify your answer:

GFBKECAINJDHMLO

GFBKECAINJDHMLO

GKFBIJNEACOMLHD

GFBKECAINJOMLHD

Figure 7.a

(16)

(b) Discuss the Drifting Queue Problem with the help of an illustrative example.

Propose a solution to the problem. Will there be any problem in recognizing when the

queue is empty or full in your solution? If yes, then solve the problem as well. (5+5+5+4=19)

8. (a) Suppose we are implementing a list of integers. Deduce the condition in which an

array based implementation would be better in space utilization than a linked based

implementation.

Contd P/4
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(b) Suppose Figure 8.b-I gives a snapshot of the memory at one point. Now you are

running your program for a linked list based list implementation. In your

implementation each node has two variables: an integer key and a pointer ptr. Now the

current situation of the list is illustrated in Figure 8.b-II. You have further implemented

concept of freelist so as to minimize the number of calls to 'new' and 'delete'. The first,

second, third and fourth(i.e., last) node correspond to address 1, 2, 3 and 4 in the

memory respectively. Suppose at this point a delete operation is done for the node

containing 29 followed by two append operations of two nodes containing values 1111

and 2222 respectively.

Address Values at Memory Location
0 -3 I
I 12
2 14
3 29
4 100
5 112

.

6 4
... ...

Figure 8.b-I

(5+10+10=25)

1

12 _~1291t-- __ ~1100
Figure 8.b-II

(i) Draw the updated list after each operation.

(ii) Provide the value of ptr variable for each node in Figure 8.b-II before and

after the delete operation. If a node remains in the memory after your

deletion operation, you would need to provide the value of the ptr variable of

that node as well.

(iii) Provide the updated values of each memory cell after the two operations

(delete and append) are complete.

You can assume that the next cal of C++ 'new' operator will return the address 5.
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SECTION -A
There are FOUR questions in this Section. Answer any THREE questions.

1. (a) Design an one-input, one-output serial 2's complementer using D flip-flops. The

circuit accepts a string of bits from the input and generates the 2's complement at the

output. The circuit can be reset asynchronously to start and end the operation. The design

must include

(i) State diagram

(ii) State table

(iii) Simplified logic equations

(iv) Logic diagram

(b) Draw the block diagram and explain the operation of a Master-Slave negative edge

triggered D flip-flop.

(c) Draw the block diagram of Mealy and Moore state machines.

2. (a) Write the excitation table for a SR latch constructed with NOR gates.

(b) For the Programmable Logic Array (PLA) shown in Figure 1, find the function

expressions for Fl and F2 and show the PLA programming table.

Figure 1
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(c) Consider the sequential circuit shown in Figure 2. Let the current values of parameters

are as follows: CLK = 1, D = 1, Q = 1, Q = O.Now if the value ofD changes from 1 to 0

after the "Hold Time" ends and CLK remains unchanged at 1, what will be the values of

Q and Q? (6)

eLK

'D

Q

Q

_________ .__ F_igure2

(d) You are given a state table of a synchronous sequential circuit in Figure 3. Find the

reduced state table using the implication table.

Present Next State. ;., Output
State x=O x=1 x=O x=1

a d b 0 0
b e a 0 0
c g f 0 .1
d a d 1 0
e a d 1 0
f c b 0 0 ,
g a e 1 0

______________ F_ig1.1re3

3. (a) You are given a 4 bit binary counter as shown in Figure 4. Show two ways to design a

Modulo-6 counter using the given binary counter and necessary basic gates. The Modulo-

6 counter repeatedly goes through 0, 1,2,3,4,5.

C<lflltl -
Load

.1

(12)

(12)

il..corlltf

Clmr
eLK
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(b) Draw the logic diagram of a two-bit register with two D flip-flops and two 4 x 1

multiplexers with mode selection inputs sl and sO. The register operates according to the

function table shown in Figure 5:

sl sO Register Operation
0 0 No change
0 1 Complement the two output
1 0 Clear register to 0 (Synchronous with the clock)
1 1 Load parallel data

Figure 5

(c) A counter circuit is shown in Figure 6. VDD is assigned to Logic 1 and assume that the

current values of LSB Qo and MSB QI are equal to 0 and 1, respectively. Find the

direction (up or down) in which the circuit counts when the next clock pulse occurs.

What would have to be altered to make the circuit count in other direction?

VDD
Qo QI

J Q J Q
I

Clock
C C

K K

Figure 6 f'"

(d) Write the advantages and disadvantages of serial and parallel adders.

4. (a) What does it mean when an asynchronous sequential circuit is assumed to operate in

the fundamental mode?

(b) Derive the primitive flow table for a negative-edge triggered T flip-flop.

(c) An asynchronous sequential circuit is described by the following excitation function:

Y = X1X'2 + (XI + X'2)Y.

Draw the logic diagram of the circuit and derive the transition table.

(d) What is static-I hazard? Give an example of static I-hazard in an asynchronous

sequential circuit.

(e) Write down the procedure to assign the output to unstable states in the flow table.

Contd .. ~ P/4
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There are FOUR questions in this Section. Answer any THREE questions.

S. (a) Prove the following Boolean algebra theorem: (x +y )(~ +z )(y + z) = (x +y )(~ + z).

(b) How many distinct Boolean functions are there of n Boolean variables?

(c) Show that NAND gate is a universal logic gate. Also show that NAND operation

doesn't follow associative law.

(d) Simplify the Boolean function using algebraic manipulation:

f = ABC + ABC +ABC + ABC

6. (a) Implement the following Boolean function using only NOR gates: j = xy+ yz. Your

implementation should use as few NOR gates as possible. (6)

(b) Show that XOR operation is not distributive over AND operation. (7)

(c) Using K maps, find the simplified product of sums form of the following Boolean

function: j(w, x, y, z)= I(l,S,8,l2,14,IS), where don't care minterms are 3 and 11. (10)

(d) Design and implement the circuit diagram of a I-bit full subtractor circuit using 2 x 1

MUXs only. You can't use any other gates. (12)

7. (a) Consider a 3 x 8 decoder whose outputs are active low and which has one active high

enable signal. Implement the following functions using the above mentioned decoder: (13)

(i) f(a,b,c,d)=n(3,S,14) (ii) f(a,b,c,d)= I (1,6,8,13)

Note that you will need to implement both functions in a single circuit. You can use as

many decoders as you require keeping your implementation as efficient as possible. You

are allowed to use other basic gates as well.

(b) Using K maps, find the simplified sum of products form of the following Boolean

function: (12)

f(a,b,c,d,e,j)=I(1,2,3,S,7,11,13,17,19,23,29,31), where the don't care minterms are

6,20,24, 2S, 26, and 27.

(c) Why is the XOR operation called odd function? Convert the following Boolean

expression to a canonical maxterm form: a EJ b @ c 0 d. (10)

8. (a) What is the problem with the binary parallel adder circuit? Design and implement a 4-

bit carry look-ahead adder circuit. If the propagation delay is Ins for a NOT gate, and 2ns

for other basic gates, what is the propagation delay of your carry look-ahead adder circuit

to product its final output? (18)

(b) Consider the Boolean functionf(w, x, y, z)= n(2,4,S, 7,11,12,13). Implement the

function using a 4 x 2 MUX and other basic gates if necessary. (10)

(c) Simplify the Boolean function using algebraic manipulation: (A +BC)+ ijj. (7)
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